
Unraveling the Secrets of Quantum Field
Theory of Non-Equilibrium States: A Journey
into the Unseen

Quantum mechanics, with its peculiarities and mind-boggling phenomena, has
revolutionized our understanding of the microscopic world. From wave-particle
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duality to entanglement, quantum theories continue to push the boundaries of our
knowledge. Among these theories, Quantum Field Theory (QFT) stands as one of
the most fascinating and powerful frameworks for describing the fundamental
building blocks of reality. While traditional QFT focuses on equilibrium states,
recent developments have extended its reach into the realm of non-equilibrium
states, uncovering a new frontier waiting to be explored.

Unveiling the Basics of Quantum Field Theory

Before venturing into the exciting world of non-equilibrium states, it is crucial to
establish a solid foundation in quantum field theory. At its core, QFT combines
quantum mechanics with special relativity, providing a framework to describe the
behavior of fields, particles, and their interactions. It allows us to view particles as
"excitations" of their associated fields, constantly fluctuating in and out of
existence.
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Being a fully relativistic theory, QFT enables us to tackle the most fundamental
questions in physics, such as the behavior of particles near black holes or during
the early stages of the universe. It also paved the way for the celebrated
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Standard Model of particle physics, which successfully explains the
electromagnetic, weak, and strong nuclear forces.

Breaking Free from Equilibrium

While equilibrium states have been extensively studied within QFT, nature often
exhibits phenomena far from equilibrium. Traditional equilibrium-based QFT fails
to capture the intricacies of these dynamic systems, prompting researchers to
delve into the realm of non-equilibrium states. This expansion opens up avenues
to explore phenomena such as phase transitions, quantum criticality, and far-
from-equilibrium quantum systems.

Understanding Non-Equilibrium Quantum Field Theory

Non-equilibrium quantum field theory addresses the behavior of quantum fields
when they are far from their stable equilibrium states. This departure from
equilibrium can arise due to various factors, such as external perturbations,
temperature gradients, or the presence of external fields. By investigating these
non-equilibrium states, scientists aim to uncover the underlying mechanisms
governing complex dynamics and the emergence of new phenomena.

Studying non-equilibrium systems poses significant theoretical and computational
challenges. Unlike equilibrium dynamics, non-equilibrium systems are
characterized by constantly changing properties and exhibit intricate patterns of
behavior. The absence of a well-defined time-independent Hamiltonian adds an
additional layer of complexity. Yet, it is precisely this complexity that offers an
exciting playground for physicists.

Applications and Implications

The study of non-equilibrium QFT has far-reaching implications across various
fields of research. For instance, it provides crucial insights into the behavior of



condensed matter systems, such as superconductors and quantum magnets,
where non-equilibrium dynamics play a pivotal role. Furthermore, understanding
non-equilibrium QFT is key to comprehending the early Universe's dynamics,
shedding light on cosmological inflation and the subsequent production of
particles.

In addition to its impact on theoretical research, the knowledge gained from non-
equilibrium QFT also holds promise for practical applications. Developing a
deeper understanding of these dynamic systems may pave the way for
advancements in materials science, electronics, and even quantum computing.

Quantum Field Theory of non-equilibrium states represents an exciting frontier in
fundamental physics. By stepping away from equilibrium, scientists can unravel
the secrets underlying complex systems and dive into the unexplored depths of
emergent phenomena. With each new breakthrough, our understanding of the
quantum realm expands, bringing us closer to unlocking the mysteries of the
universe.
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Quantum field theory is the application of quantum mechanics to systems with
infinitely many degrees of freedom. This 2007 textbook presents quantum field
theoretical applications to systems out of equilibrium. It introduces the real-time
approach to non-equilibrium statistical mechanics and the quantum field theory of
non-equilibrium states in general. It offers two ways of learning how to study non-
equilibrium states of many-body systems: the mathematical canonical way and an
easy intuitive way using Feynman diagrams. The latter provides an easy to the
powerful functional methods of field theory, and the use of Feynman diagrams to
study classical stochastic dynamics is considered in detail. The developed real-
time technique is applied to study numerous phenomena in many-body systems.
Complete with numerous exercises to aid self-study, this textbook is suitable for
graduate students in statistical mechanics and condensed matter physics.
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